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In Search of Excellence, by
Peters, Thomas J. and
Waterman Jr., Robert H.
(New York: Harper & Row Publishers,
1982, pp. ix-xxvi, 3-349, $19.95).

Prior to surveying firms to identify
the ones considered as excellent, two
sets of criteria were developed. One
related to sound performance over a
twenty year period and was measured
by six financial measures. The other
related to the eight attributes which
form the basis of the book and the
management structure that is put forth.
All fourteen companies considered ex
cellent meet both sets of criteria. The
eight attributes, and a brief discussion
of each, follow:

In recent years the quality of
American companies, their manage
ment, and their products or services
have been questioned and un
favorable comparisons have been
made with their foreign counterparts,
Japanese firms in particular. Against
such a background comes this book
pointing out that there are some “ex
cellent” firms around, firms that 1. A bias for action, for getting on with
it. The excellent firms utilize various
operate as effectively as all the foreign
techniques for ensuring that tasks
firms with which they have been
get done including experiments, ad
compared.
hoc task forces, and small groups,
According to the authors, several
in general any type of temporary
problems exist in American manage
structure that can be set up to han
ment, including:
dle a job and disbanded once its
• an overemphasis on quantitative
work is finished. The idea of using
methods by business schools
temporary structures is to avoid
without a counterbalance of a strong
complicating the basic organiza
liberal arts background;
tional structure and to join together
• an overemphasis on rational,
the necessary expertise for
analytical, goal-oriented behavior at
developing a solution.
the expense of the ability to make
decisions or move the business
2. Close to the customer. The ex
forward;
cellent companies have a customer
• an overemphasis on the financial
orientation; they are obsessed with
and legal areas of business while ig
providing service, quality, and
noring the production aspects of the
reliability in order to develop loyal,
enterprise;
long-term customers. In addition,
• an overemphasis on planning techni
many find a niche where they ex
ques while deemphasizing ways of
cel and concentrate on that area,
getting out a salable product;
and thus are able to manipulate
• a failure to recognize that people are
technology better, have a skill at
the most important resource of the
pricing, segment their operations
firm.
better, are oriented towards
problem-solving, and are willing “to
These problems do not exist, or have
been kept at a minimum, in the ex
spend in order to discriminate.” (p.
183)
cellent companies.

3. Autonomy and entrepreneurship.
The excellent companies have con
tinued to innovate and in order to
do so they have utilized such things
as decentralization, autonomy, and
internal competition to foster the
entrepreneurial spirit all the way
down the line to the rank and file.
The companies are designed to
allow for innovation to occur and to
tolerate the failures that are
inevitable.

The loose properties relate to the em
phasis on autonomy, entrepreneurship
and innovation and the use of positive
reinforcement.
These attributes, along with some
ideas from current management theory
are used to present a hybrid manage
ment structure for the eighties, one
based on three interrelated pillars
standing for the three prime needs of
firms:

4. Productivity through people. The
excellent companies treat their
workers as their most important
asset. They operate under a
philosophy that says “ ‘respect the
individual,’ ‘make people winners,’
‘let them stand out,’ ‘treat people
as adults.’ ” (p. 277)

1

. the stability pillar which emphasizes
the idea of a simple, basic form with
dominant values, with the product
based division being considered as
the best structure.

2. the entrepreneurship pillar which
promotes the idea that “small is
beautiful,” (p. 315) which ties in to
the
use of temporary groups to han
5. Hands-on value driven. The ex
dle
special issues.
cellent companies are clear on
what they stand for and consider 3. the habit-breaking pillar which
value shaping to be a very impor
brings in the ideas of regular
tant process. They operate with a
reorganization and experimentation
very narrow set of dominant beliefs
— the idea being to reorganize as
and objectives — basic values,
soon as it becomes apparent that
many of which relate to their
the old structure has become too
customer orientation.
big and bureaucratic.

6. Stick to the knitting. If a firm must
branch out or diversify, it should do
so around a single skill — again the
idea of finding one’s niche. The ex
cellent firms tend to generate
growth internally or acquire and
diversify in an experimental
fashion.
7. Simple form, lean staff. This at
tribute relates to the first one.
Rather than deal with a complex
permanent structure, the excellent
companies prefer temporary
groups set up to carry out specific
tasks, a mode of operation that
leads to frequent re-organizations
on the periphery of the organization
but not at the core.
8. Simultaneous loose-tight properties.
In the excellent companies these
opposites co-exist because of the
preceding seven attributes. The
tight properties relate especially to
the set of values held by the com
panies which tend to be very rigid.
The tight properties also manifest
themselves through the emphasis
on regular, concise communica
tion, quick feedback, a focus on
realism, and, most importantly, the
attention to the customer.
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The authors feel that this type of struc
ture evolved as the matrix organization
developed and the results of its use
were evaluated. It is a structure close
ly resembling the managing systems
found in many of the excellent com
panies. (p. 317)
The authors utilize numerous ex
amples from the excellent companies,
and others, to demonstrate how the
eight attributes manifest themselves in
actual situations. These companies
have existed and prospered in spite of
economic and management theories;
they have developed management
systems that fly in the face of the old
rationality and beliefs. They do not
believe in economies of scale but,
rather, strive to stay small and simple.
They do not mind sacrificing some ef
ficiency in order to have long run pros
perity. They believe in creating winners
within their organizations and to do so
have become masters at managing
positive reinforcement. They adapt to
their market and, in so doing, continue
to learn.
The authors have developed an
easy to read book on an interesting
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and important topic, a book that may
be considered from two different points
of view. On the one side is promotion
of the idea that we need not look out
side of our boundaries to find ex
amples of companies that excel in
what they do and how they do it, ex
amples of excellent companies exist in
several diverse industry groups and
they give us hope for the future of
American industry. On the other side
is a learning aspect. We know what
has worked for some companies;
these lessons should be taken to heart
by established companies as well as
new, developing ones. The thing that
is the most striking is that the eight at
tributes are so basic, so full of common
sense, that it is hard to believe that
they are not prevalent in all firms.
Returning to these attributes would be
analogous to returning to the basics of
the three R’s in education.
Rosalie C. Hallbauer
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